To determine if signals generated by a new sleep monitor (Prodigy) are comparable to signals generated during in-laboratory polysomnography (PSG). Methods: Fifty-nine patients with various sleep disorders (25 with moderate/severe sleep apnea) were studied. Full PSG was performed using standard acquisition systems. Prodigy was attached to the forehead with four disposable snap electrodes. Four additional electrodes were attached to monitor eye movements and muscle activity, and to serve as reference (mastoid). One frontal EEG signal was outputted in real time from the monitor and stored in the PSG record along with the other PSG signals. PSG was scored for sleep variables manually, and monitor records were scored by a validated automatic system (MSS) (MSS-Prodigy). MSS-Prodigy was briefly edited following suggestions of an Editing Helper feature of MSS. Results: Technical failures resulted in one study being unusable and another with data for only 3 hours. Prodigy EEG signal stored in the PSG record was visually indistinguishable from the PSG-derived EEG signals. Important differences between manual scores and unedited MSS-Prodigy were seen in a few patients in some sleep variables (notably onset latencies and REM time). Editing Helper issued 2.1 ± 0.8 suggestions/file. Only these suggestions were pursued during editing. Intraclass correlation coefficients for manual vs. edited MSS-Prodigy were > 0.83 for all sleep variables except for stages N1 and N3 (0.57 and 0.58). Conclusions: When scored with MSS, and with only very minor editing, the monitor's results show excellent agreement with manual scoring of polysomnography data, even in patients with severe sleep disorders.
comparable to agreement between individual scorers. 9 In another in-laboratory study that included many patients with moderate and severe sleep apnea, unedited MSS also showed excellent agreement with manual scoring. 11 However, since manual editing is required before automatic scores can be accepted, we recently evaluated the editing actions taken by technologists editing the results of MSS and found that the vast majority of edits have little impact on clinically relevant summary results. 10 Furthermore, when editing was limited to areas identified by an Editing Helper feature within MSS, editing time was reduced from 59 ± 26 to 6 ± 7 minutes, while summary results were not affected in any clinically significant way. 10 MSS was also accurate when frontal derivations were mapped instead of central derivations. 12 Thus, we believe that MSS is likely to provide economical, accurate scoring when facial electrodes, which can be self-applied, are used. What remains to be determined is whether technically adequate signals can be obtained from a home monitor that utilizes a limited number of strictly facial disposable electrodes.
A commercial portable sleep monitor that utilizes frontal electrodes currently exists, Sleep Profiler (Advanced Brain Monitoring). Although some data exist showing accuracy of its scoring algorithms when applied to conventional PSG signals in normal subjects, [13] [14] [15] and some abstracts appeared describing its use in home studies, [16] [17] [18] [19] we are not aware of studies documenting accuracy of the commercial system (Sleep Profiler) when tested against PSG data. Also, Fietze et al. 20 used the auxiliary inputs of the Somnowatch (SOW; Somnomedics, Germany) to monitor a single frontal EEG channel (F4-M1) with and without monitoring of chin EMG and eye movements. The Somnowatch was placed on the patient's chest, and scoring of sleep was performed manually on the signals generated by the unit. The authors reported good agreement with manual scoring of full polysomnography in patients with sleep apnea.
A new portable wireless sleep monitor was recently introduced, the Prodigy Sleep Monitor (YRT Ltd; distributed in Canada by Cerebra Health, Winnipeg). It is attached to the forehead with disposable electrodes. Additional electrodes are placed for recording eye movements and muscle activity. The data collected is scored by MSS and edited using suggestions by the Editing Helper within MSS. The objective of this study was to compare auto-scoring results of Prodigy signals with manual-and auto-scored results of full PSG records obtained simultaneously in patients with assorted pathologies.
M ETHO DS Patients
Fifty-nine patients referred to the sleep center for suspected sleep disorders were studied. There were no exclusion criteria other than patients who were unwilling to participate or unable to give consent and those who belonged to a vulnerable group. Participants signed a consent form. The study was approved by the University of Manitoba Research Ethics Board.
Device
The device is a small plastic enclosure (Head Mounted Unit, HMU) 6.5 × 3.5 × 2.7 cm that weighs 70 g (including 2 AAA batteries) (Figure 1) . It is attached to the forehead by 4 disposable snap electrodes. We used 2 Neuroline 720 00-S electrodes (Ambu, Copenhagen, Denmark) for the corner frontal electrodes (Figure 1A) and a Nicolet disposable electrode Duo (NT-429400, Natus, Pleasanton, CA) for the 2 central electrodes (ground and bias). Four additional electrodes were attached to the unit through touch-proof connectors located around the perimeter of the unit (Figure 1C ). We used one 10-cm Neuroline 720 01-K for the left eye and 3 100-cm Neuroline 10-K electrodes that were manually cut to appropriate lengths for the other 3 locations (right eye, chin, and left mastoid; Figure 1A ).
All signals are transmitted wirelessly at 120 Hz to a tabletop unit (TTU; Figure 1D ). The TTU is powered by a 9-volt DC Medical Power Supply. It has a user interface that guides the user through start-up and shut-down. It also has 4 output ports ( Figure 1E ) through which 2 EEG signals and a 3-sec and 30-sec moving average of the odds-ratio-product (ORP) can be outputted in real time to be recorded, if desired, by an auxiliary recording system (e.g., a PSG system). ORP is a continuous index of sleep depth that ranges from 0 (deep sleep) to 2.5 (full wakefulness). 21 There is also a USB port (not shown) for downloading the stored sleep data. The stored data is viewed, scored (Auto or manual) and edited on the MSS viewer. The viewer is similar to others available with common PSG systems (Figure 2) . Clicking an icon opens a text file with the Editing Helper recommendations for what to edit. 10 After editing, a report is generated containing numerical and graphic summaries of the findings (Figure 3 ).
Procedure
Patients were first prepared for conventional PSG. The skin where Prodigy electrodes would be attached was then cleaned with abrasive swabs. The HMU was then attached to the forehead with the 4 snap electrodes. The 2 EOG electrodes were placed diagonally from the standard EOG electrodes of the PSG. The mastoid electrode was placed below the left mastoid cup-electrode of the PSG. The chin electrode was placed close to the right chin electrode of the PSG or, for bearded patients, on the anterior border of the masseter muscle. One frontal EEG signal from the TTU was connected to the auxiliary box of the PSG system (Sandman or Embla; Natus, Pleasanton, CA) for simultaneous recording on the PSG file.
Just before lights-out, HMU and TTU were turned on and the study began. The PSG signals were monitored by the attending technologists on the PSG monitor as usual. The technologists had access only to the single EEG signal from Prodigy, as there was no real time display on the TTU. They did not investigate or interfere in any way with the Prodigy setup even if the signal was poor. As per our center's protocol, in patients deemed by the technologist to have moderate or severe sleep apnea the study was terminated in order to initiate continuous positive pressure breathing (CPAP); the masks used here cannot be applied while the HMU is attached.
Analysis
The PSG record was scored manually by a technologist on scoring duty. Eleven technologists participated in the manual scoring (5.3 ± 1.3 PSGs/technologist). The PSG record was also exported in the European data format (EDF). The EDF file was opened in the MSS viewer and sent for automatic scoring by YRT's servers, once after mapping the central EEG signals (Auto-Cs) and once after mapping the frontal signals of the PSG (Auto-Fs). Prodigy data recorded in the TTU (EDF file) was downloaded to a computer, opened in the viewer software and sent for scoring by MSS. 35 Hz low pass filter and 0.33 Hz high pass filter were applied to the EEG and EOG signals. No filters are applied to the EMG signal since this signal is processed (rectified and averaged) in the head unit before being transmitted to the TTU at 120 Hz.
A report was generated for the manual and each of the 3 automatic scores. The report included average ORP in different stages (Figure 3) . Because ORP is directly related to the power spectrum of the EEG, 21 similarity between ORP from Prodigy signals and the PSG signals would indicate that Prodigy EEG signals are substantially similar to those collected by the PSG system.
The PSG record was inspected to visually compare the real time Prodigy EEG signal stored in the PSG record with the central and frontal EEG signals collected by the PSG system. In addition, 10 consecutive records (#34-#43) were selected at random to perform an initial comparison between ORP values obtained from the PSG signals and the Prodigy signals. This step was taken to identify any systematic difference in EEG between the two acquisition systems. This preliminary comparison indicated that whole-record ORP from Prodigy is systematically higher than that obtained after scoring the PSG's signals, resulting in relatively more stage W. Investigation of the reasons for this difference in a sample of 4 from the 10 records (those showing a large difference in ORP) identified 2 reasons, neither of which relates to signal quality, per se:
1. Input impedance of PSG hardware (to be distinguished from electrode impedance) was found to be considerably higher than input impedance of Prodigy. Thus, relative to PSG data, Prodigy signals contained more high frequency power, resulting in a higher ORP. Additional processing was applied to the Prodigy signals to match the extra impedance of the PSG hardware. This consisted of a Fourier multiplier, the values of which were determined empirically by analyzing the differences between the impulse responses for the different systems. 2. The EEG often contains cardiac artifacts. These are removed during auto-scoring of PSG files by use of the EKG signal in such files. Without an EKG signal in Prodigy records these were not filtered out, resulting in an artificial increase in high-frequency power and overestimation of ORP. A new algorithm was developed to identify and remove cardiac artifacts in the absence of an EKG signal. The algorithm consists of scanning the point-by-point derivative of the EEG Correction of these 2 issues reduced the difference between whole record PSG ORP and Prodigy ORP in the 4 test files from 0.37 ± 0.17 to 0.04 ± 0.17. Final agreement between ORP values obtained from the PSG and Prodigy for all files and all sleep stages is provided in Results.
After correcting these 2 problems, all TTU files were scored with an MSS version that incorporated the 2 new algorithms. In addition, the text file containing Editing Helper recommendations 10 was opened. This file is generated in the viewer after the scoring is complete by software that scans the summary results and identifies potential errors of clinical importance (See Discussion). A specific suggestion is added to a text file when certain conditions 10 are met in the summary data (see Editing Helper Suggestions in Results). The scoring was reviewed on the MSS viewer by one of the authors (MY). The Editing Helper suggestions were followed and any errors found were corrected manually. No other edits were performed. This step resulted in an additional summary report (Edited Prodigy) for a total of 5 reports (Manual, Auto-Cs, Auto Fs, Unedited Prodigy, and Edited Prodigy).
The following statistical comparisons were then performed: 1. Analysis of variance for repeated measures and Tukey test for multiple comparisons to identify differences between averages of manual scores and the 4 autoscores in different conventional sleep variables (see Results for a listing of these variables).
Intra-class correlation (ICC) for the relations between
values of sleep variables obtained: (a) manually vs. those obtained with each of the 4 auto scores, (b) from Auto-Cs vs. Auto-Fs, (c) from Auto-Cs vs. unedited Prodigy, and (d) From unedited vs. edited Prodigy.
Intra-class correlation (ICC) for the relation between
ORP values obtained from Prodigy signals vs. those obtained from PSG signals.
R ESU LT S Patients
Patients were 20 females and 39 males aged 49.6 ± 12.5 years with a body mass index of 32.6 ± 6.5 kg/m 2 ( Table 1) . 
Technical and Patient-Related Incidents
One type 1 diabetic patient developed a hypoglycemic reaction 2.5 h after lights-out and was taken to the emergency department.
One of the "no pathology" subjects requested that the HMU be removed during a brief awake period following 4 h of excellent sleep. Otherwise, there were no complaints.
In one patient, all Prodigy signals were zeroed by the TTU throughout the study because of high impedance of the ground electrode. This study was not included in the analysis. In another study the same happened after 3 hours of recording. In 4 studies the mastoid electrode was zeroed by the TTU because of high impedance. These records were scored mapping the contralateral EOG signals, instead of the mastoid, as reference for the EEG electrodes and are included in the results. Therefore, in total, technical failures resulted in one study being unusable and another with data for only 3 hours.
Visual Inspection of Prodigy EEG Signal
The Prodigy EEG signal exported to the PSG record was very similar visually to the EEG signals of the PSG. 
Editing Helper Suggestions
The number of suggestions ranged from 1 (n = 12 files) to 4 (n = 4) with the average being 2.1 ± 0.8 suggestions per file. Table 2 shows the number of files in which different suggestions were issued and the number of times these resulted in actual editing. "Confirm sleep onset" is issued routinely (n = 58) because errors in sleep onset latency (SOL) are fairly common. 10 Fifteen errors were found resulting in shifting SOL 22 ± 16 min (range −2 to 63 min). In 4 cases the early erroneous sleep onset was because the software failed to delete blinks despite the presence of robust blinkdetection algorithms (the blink pattern was atypical) ( Figure  5A ). This produces very high theta power in the EEG and, by consequence, a low ORP, in the sleep range. 21 One case was due to erroneous REM scoring throughout the PSG (see below). In the remaining 10 PSGs some early epochs were transitional between awake and sleep (Figure 5B) . In such epochs ORP is intermediate between awake and sleep levels Figure  5C ). "Check awake periods" was suggested in 22 files and resulted in converting some stage W to NREM sleep in 2 files. No errors were found in N3 scoring although the "Check N3 periods" suggestion appeared in 12 files because of excessive N3 time. 10 In 2 files, REM scoring was completely erroneous with very short REM onset latency and extensive REM time.
There was in reality no REM sleep throughout the 2 studies. An error (bug) was discovered in the software that caused the EMG calibration algorithm in such cases (no REM throughout) to force all EMG values to very low levels. As a result, REM was scored whenever there were rapid eye movements and ORP was < 2.0 (Figure 5D ). In these 2 files, editing resulted in conversion of all REM periods to stage W. 
Comparison of Sleep Variables Determined Manually and with Digital Analysis:
One record was removed from analysis because, other than in periods of clear wakefulness, the EEG signals, both in the PSG and in Prodigy, never reached a convincing pattern of sleep. Visual assessment by one of the authors (MY), as well as the ORP values, indicated that EEG was in a transitional state through most of the study and could not be scored with any confidence. There were major differences in this record between manual and Auto scoring of awake time. Table 3 shows average results (n = 57) of sleep variables reported after manual scoring and after the 4 automatic scores (Auto-Cs, Auto-Fs from the PSG, and unedited and edited Prodigy files). Scoring with the frontal electrodes of the PSG produced very similar results to scoring from central electrodes except for a 10-min increase in N3, a 5-min increase in NREM time, and a 3-min decrease in N1 time. Likewise, other than an increase in average SOL by 7 min, there were no differences between the edited and unedited Prodigy scores. Relative to manual scoring, unedited Auto-scoring from PSG electrodes produced less sleep time, primarily because of less N2 while N3 time was longer with frontal EEG scoring. Results of scoring with Prodigy data were closer to manual scoring than were the results of scoring with PSG electrodes. In fact, there were no significant differences between manual and prodigy results except for a lesser N2 time and a higher N1 and N3 times. Although there were many significant differences between the various approaches, the absolute differences were very small. Table 4 shows agreement (ICCs) between individual results obtained with manual scoring and the various automatic scores. Agreement between manual and the various auto-scores are illustrated graphically for several sleep variables in Figures 6 and 7. Agreement between manual and unedited scoring from central electrodes (top panels) was very good (ICC > 0.86) for all variables except SOL. Agreement between manual and unedited Prodigy was not as good, especially for REM duration and REM onset time. All ICCs improved substantially following the brief editing and became similar to or higher than agreement between manual and central electrode scoring. The only notable exception was a much shorter REM duration with Prodigy scoring in 2 patients (Figure 6, bottom right panel) . In one case, the chin EMG in Prodigy was, inexplicably, well above baseline during the single period of REM sleep. This period was, accordingly, not identified by the Editing Helper as potential missing REM sleep. In the other case, most rapid eye movements in Prodigy recordings did not meet the detection threshold and only 6 such movements were identified during 75 minutes of manually scored REM sleep. By contrast, when scoring from PSG eye channels, the software identified 34 eye movements during manually scored REM sleep, and all REM sleep was scored correctly. There was excellent agreement between results of auto-scoring using central and frontal electrodes (Cs vs. Fs, Table 4 ). Agreement between unedited Prodigy and unedited results of scoring using the PSG electrodes (Cs and Fs) was poor for SOL, REM onset time and REM time. Otherwise agreement was very good to excellent. 
Comparison of Odds Ratio Product Determined from Different EEG Signals

DISCUSSI ON
The current study has demonstrated that the new Prodigy monitor, which monitors frontal derivations using disposable electrodes, is well tolerated and provides EEG signals that are comparable to those obtained from conventional central and frontal cup electrodes during full polysomnography. Furthermore, when combined with automatic scoring by MSS and brief editing according to suggestions of MSS' Editing Helper software, Prodigy can provide fast, reliable sleep staging and sleep depth evaluation.
Comparison with Other Portable Sleep Monitors that Utilize Frontal Electrodes
We are aware of only two such systems, the Sleep Profiler (Advanced Brain Monitoring) and the modified Somnowatch (Compumedics). 20 Like Prodigy, the Sleep profiler is mounted on the forehead and the signals are scored by a proprietary automatic system. However, it is capable of recording only one EEG channel and there is no detailed information about the performance of the commercial system vs. manually scored clinical PSGs. The modified Somnowatch is not placed on the forehead and, accordingly, requires long electrodes to reach the appropriate locations on the face. Furthermore, it appears to require manual scoring of the sleep signals.
Prodigy EEG Signals vs. Polysomnography EEG Signals
An important issue addressed here was whether, given differences in hardware and electrodes (disposable vs. cup electrodes), the EEG signals generated by Prodigy can be scored by MSS, which was developed from PSG-acquired signals. Scoring sleep by MSS is largely dependent on ORP. 21 Thus, for MSS to be compatible with Prodigy data, ORP must be similar in the two sets of signals. The left Prodigy signal that was inputted in real time, and stored, in the PSG file was visually very similar to the PSG-acquired EEG signals (e.g., Figure 4 ). Since ORP describes the powers in different EEG frequency ranges relative to each other, 21 which is a function of EEG pattern, we were surprised to find later that ORP of the signals stored in Prodigy was systematically higher than ORP of the PSG-stored EEG signals, including the exported Prodigy signal. In the sample files we tested for similarity in ORP, we found the difference was due to higher beta power in the stored Prodigy files. This suggested that the reason was in the input impedance of the two hardware systems. By applying a standard input to both hardware systems (PSG and Prodigy) and comparing the power spectrum of the data stored in each, we found a steeper decline in power vs. frequency plots in the PSG data, indicating higher input impedance. The difference in impedance characteristics of the two systems was compensated for by extra impedance added by software to the Prodigy signals before scoring. Thereafter, Prodigy ORP agreed very well with values obtained from the PSG signals (Figure 8 ).
Accuracy of Automatic Sleep Scoring of Prodigy Signals
Notwithstanding agreement between ORP in signals generated by the two systems (Figure 8) , there remained some uncertainties as to whether the results of scoring Prodigy data with MSS would be similar to those obtained after scoring PSG data. First, MSS was developed based on central EEG patterns while Prodigy records contain frontal EEG. There are differences between frontal and central EEG patterns particularly in spindle characteristics, K-complex prominence, and delta wave amplitude. 22 These differences could possibly degrade the scoring of different stages of NREM sleep. This possibility was unlikely in view of the recent demonstration that, with the exception of a slight increase in N3, results of using PSG-acquired frontal and central EEG signals are virtually identical. 12 However, the frontal derivation used in Prodigy is different from the derivations used in the PSG in the aforementioned study 12 and the electrodes were also different. So some uncertainty remained. Second, MSS relies on several signals in the PSG to filter out artifacts from the EEG (e.g., EKG artifacts) and refine the scoring in ambiguous epochs (2.00 > ORP > 1.00). These auxiliary signals are missing from the Prodigy files. Absence of the EKG was clearly a problem and additional algorithms had to be developed to remove the EKG artifacts in the absence of an EKG signal. But the impact of other missing signals remained uncertain. Third, it was uncertain whether signals from Prodigy's EOG, chin, and mastoid electrodes would be comparable to the corresponding PSG signals given the use of disposable electrodes and a single mastoid reference. Table 3 shows that the net impact of the technical differences mentioned above was minimal with respect to average values in different sleep stages. In fact, the Prodigy results were closer to manual scoring than the automatic scores of the PSG signals ( Table 3) . For individual results, agreement between manual scoring and unedited Prodigy scoring was somewhat inferior to agreement between manual and unedited scoring of frontal and central signals in a few patients, particularly in scoring REM latency and REM time (Figures 5 and  6 and Table 4 ). Most of these discrepancies were identified by the Editing Helper and were largely corrected after very brief editing (Figures 5 and 6 and Table 4 ). In the final analysis, agreement between edited Prodigy scoring and manual scoring of PSG data (highlighted row, Table 4 ) was well within the reported level of agreement between experienced scorers for all sleep variables. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The ability of MSS Editing Helper to identify errors of clinical importance was established previously. 10 The current study provides further confirmation of the utility of this instrument. However, the Helper can be rendered useless economically if the person approving the auto-scoring decides to investigate the scoring accuracy outside the recommended (by the Helper) areas. Once this starts, the scorer will inevitably disagree with some of the auto-scores; scorers even modify many of their own scores if asked to edit them. 11 Once some errors/differences are found, the scorers, not knowing how many of these lie ahead, are compelled to continue modifying every score with which they disagree. If they were to look back after completing this editing, they would realize that very few clinically significant changes were made. This kind of retrospective evaluation of the value of epoch-by-epoch editing is what led to the development of the Editing Helper. The Helper is not concerned with epoch-by-epoch accuracy. Rather, it looks only for substantial errors that, from clinical experience, would affect clinical decisions. Thus, although differences exist between the manual scores and the auto-scores edited by the Helper guidance (Figures 6 and 7) , and some of these differences may be true errors, these differences do not affect clinical decisions.
ORP as a Measure of Sleep Depth/Quality
Another advantage of this hardware/software system is that it provides the odds-ratio-product in different sleep stages and in the whole record (Figure 3) . As seen in Figure 8 , and as documented previously, 12, 21 average and range of ORP values decrease progressively as stage moves from W to N1 to N2 to N3, with ORP in N3 being very low (0.43 ± 0.16 for PSG signals and 0.45 ± 0.17 for Prodigy signals; Figure 8 ). However, as reported previously, 12,21 sleep depth and ORP vary considerably among patients within stage 2 (Figure 8 ; also compare Figure 4C and 4D) . These differences are not captured by Rechtschaffen and Kales classification. Average ORP over the entire study is the time-weighted average of ORP in different stages. Accordingly, it reflects the distribution of different NREM stages as well as the depth of sleep in stage 2. Thus, by providing ORP data within individual stages and in the whole PSG, Prodigy makes available information about sleep depth/ quality that is not captured by conventional scoring. Insomnia and non-restorative sleep are very prevalent. 32 Poor sleep is a risk factor for many disorders including diabetes mellitus, 33,34 mood disorders, 35, 36 weight gain, 37,38 cognitive disorders, 39, 40 and overall mortality. 41, 42 Investigation of these disorders requires sleep monitoring. The limited resources and cost of in-laboratory tests are major deterrents and the cause of the patient's symptoms remains unknown in most patients. A simple, reliable inexpensive home sleep monitor would make it possible to perform repeated home studies to identify possible associations with poor sleep. In addition, it would be possible to distinguish between patients who have excessive awake time but have good sleep quality (low ORP) when they are asleep and others in whom sleep depth is poor through most of the study. The former type is likely to reflect life style causes whereas the latter would point to an organic cause or abnormality in sleep regulation. 43 
Potential Applications
3.
Relatively inexpensive home studies can be repeated frequently to determine efficacy of mechanical (e.g., CPAP or mandibular devices) or pharmacological (hypnotics, antidepressants) interventions on sleep quality. 4. Multiple Sleep Latency Tests can be performed at home. 5. The real time ORP in Prodigy may be useful in monitoring depth of sleep in intensive care units and optimal adjustment of sedative administration.
Limitations
1. Ease of self-application and failure rate after selfapplication of the device have not been formally evaluated. Informal testing identified a number of programming errors that resulted in signal failure in a number of studies. These have been corrected. It should be noted that with the proposed montage (Figure 1) there is redundancy in EEG monitoring. For EEG to be unscorable, mastoid reference must fail together with failure of both frontal or both EOG electrodes. MSS requires only one valid EEG derivation. The mastoid electrode alone is adequate since it reports activity in the ground electrode on the forehead. When the mastoid fails either frontal electrode referenced to either EOG electrode produces a signal that can be scored by MSS. 2. The system was not tested in patients with REM behavior disorder, seizures and other neurological disorders. It is also possible that artifacts not encountered in the current study may occur and degrade its performance. Further studies are needed to evaluate its performance in a larger more diverse population.
CONCLUSI ONS
The current results indicate that, after adjustments to match system impedance to that of commercial PSG equipment and including an algorithm to remove the cardiac artifact in the absence of an EKG signal, the portable, wireless Prodigy sleep monitor, which utilizes disposable forehead electrodes, generates EEG signals that are virtually indistinguishable, visually and in spectral features, from signals generated during full polysomnography with cup electrodes placed on central and frontal locations. Furthermore, when Prodigy signals are scored by MSS and briefly edited using only the suggestions of the Editing Helper feature of MSS, scoring of sleep shows excellent agreement with manual scoring of the full PSG.
A BBRE V I ATI O NS
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